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The rapid development of fabrication technolog1es has made it possible 
to prepare objects whose conductivity properties are influenced sub
stantially by quantum interference : lithographically drawn metallic 

3/,ringe or more complicated planar graphs/ t - or semiconductor hetero
atructurea produced by epitaxial-growth techniques/4/. Recently a new 
technique has been reported/5/by which semiconductor graph structures 

could be produced. In this letter, we are going to discues interference 
effects on a loop of metallic or semiconductor "wiree" *'. 

A neceasary condition for occurrence of the interference ia that 

the mean free path of electrons ia much longer than the "interferome
ter" size. At present, the wires can be made as thin as 

" 
200 A.

o 
and the 

size of the device is typically one order of magnitude larger. Hence 
we are close to the situation whe~ one may neglect both elastic and 
inelastic 8cattering and sllppoee the electron motion in the device. to 
be purely ballistiC"'. 

From the viewpoint of applications, it i8 important how th! inter
~erence ef~ect can be controÍleafrom outside. One possibility ie to 
pIa0. the device into a homogeneous magnetic field perpendicular to 
the plane of the loop. Then an A.haronov-Bohm-type effect is observed 
the conductiv1ty exhibits oscl11ations with xespect to the field lnten
sity. A. lot of experimental work in this directio~ hae been done recen
t~y~). Unfort~ately, a direct use of thie effect in microeleotronic. 

*')	 A theoretical analysie of interference in the heterostructures i. 
more complicated, sinoe the channel thickne8s cannot be negleoted 
in this cae e , Under addi tional aasump t í.cne , however, i t oan b, 
reduced to the situation treated here. A detailed discussion of 
this pr.oblem will be given else.here. I, 

..)	 The mean free path in ••m1coDd~ctor. can be made as long as ~ 1~m 
ao the aesumption about the ballistic regime is justified in this 
case - cf.Refe.4 and 6. The situation is not so good in metaIs, 
but even here experimente with ballietic electrone could be expeo
ted in the neareet future - see Ref. 7 • 

***)	 The magnetoresietance oecillations has been obeerved also in the 
semiconductor microstructures - Ref. 10 • It was suggesteQ, that thie 
AB-effect or its (unobeerved ~p to now) electric counterpart ~ght 
be ueed in l!lwi tohing devices - c r , Ref. 11,. The heterostr~ctures, 
however, are not the most euitable candidate for this purpose. 

.. O\:)lItlbí1{'UN~1l KdCrMrY1 , 

1U\~l1l1ldI UCCSeJlDSiUVtl I 
6If;Snft10TEHA , 



is hardly possible since it is difficult to generate the required mag


netic field locally and with the desired inteneity.
 

Another way ia to use an electrostatic field whose intensity may 
be varied. It is our aim here to analyze this situation. The method we 
use starte from the splitting process that occurs when an electron 
passes through a branching point of the graph/'2/. It will be descri 
bed in detail in a subsequent paper ; in this letter we concentrate 
our attention on the results and their implications for construction 
of quantum interference transistor., (QIT's). 

We coneider a planar loop with two external leads and the electr~c 

field whoae intensity ia paralsl to the graph plane and perpendicular
 

to the leads (Fig.'). In order
 
to derive the transmisaion ooef
ficient for such a structure,
12 

,one has to sew in a proper way
I -ikxU1 Ui,' 'fou.r runo t one , u, (x) =. e +í 

iIa+ae on the left lead, the 
-ikxtransmi tted wav. u ()x = b e 

4 
on the right lead~), and the 

f,unctions u that are solu2,u3 
tions to the Schr6dinger equati~ 

Fig.'.	 A planar loop with two
 
leade in an electric
 
field.
 

.L " - 2m" uj,(x) +Vj(x)Uj(X) = EUj(x) , j =2,3 ,	 (1) 

*' where E =)Í2k212m and the potentials Vj are given by the electrlc 
intensity e and the ehape of the loop ; the effective maas m* of 
the electron i8 assumed to be the Bama on each branch of the graph. 

Solution to the problem depende substantially on the boundary conditi 
ons which must be ~ulfilled by the wavefunctions at the junctione. 
These conditions have been discussed extensivelY,in Ref.'2 • If we 
assum~ that the three wires connected at the left junction are physi
cally equivalent, there ie a two-parameter ~amily of them**) compatible 
with the principles of quantum mechanics, namely 

.) The orlentation ofaxe8 is chosen so that the conditions (2) could 
be written in the sama form as in Ref.'2 • 

i.)Under 'this assumption, there are alse two "exoeptional" one-parame~ 
ter families that will not be considered her•• 

2 

u, (01 A,u;(O) +B,U;(O) + B,u;(O)
 

u2(O) B,U;(Ó) +A,u;(O) +B,U;(O) (2)
 

u ( O) B,U;(O) +B,U;(O) +A,u;(O)

3

1 
In a similar way, the boundary conditions for the second junction are 
expreBsed by meane of two real parameters A2,B2• After a series of 
algebraic manipulations that will be described in a subsequent paper, 
we arrive at the expression for the transmission coefficient ~(E) , 

2T(E) [b 1 = Ic2+ d212	 O) 

wher. c are given by the relations
2,d2 

(4.)c 2 = 02(-k)2,d, +02(-k)22d2 

(4b)(:~)" [n 2102 - O, (k>n;'r' (:~ 1(-k ) 

Her.
 
2ik
z, = (A, - B, )Z2	 (5a)

Z2 = 1 + ik(B, - A, ) 

-, -,)o, (k) B, (' + ik(B,-A,) x (5b) 

x (A, + ik(B~-A~) (B,-A, )' [(A 1+B, ) (l:ik:, ) + 2ikB~Jl 
, - ikA, -A, - ik (B,-A, ) ) 

and 02(k) ia the analogou8 matrix built of A2 and B2• Pinally 

n are tran8fer matrio.ej
 

Uj ( l j ») (Uj(O»)
= n .	 (6)
( j

uj(lj) uj(O) 

Th. oonductiTlty i8 no. expresBed by ••ane of the Landauer formula!'31 

T(E)•2	 
(7)

G =ii , - T(E) 

},I( .here E i8 assumed to be the Ferroi energy for metal« and the lowest 

3 



transversal-mode energy for semiconductors1l") ; recall that ~)Í / e 2 :::-:
 
~ 12906.0..
 

In order to calculate G , o~e has to find the matrices (6). We
 
limit ourselves to the weak-field case, F =e8«E/a ,where a is
 
a characteristic size of the Lo op , If we take a ~ 5 • 10-5 ém and
 

a typical Fermi energy for metaIs, i t yields E:« 105 V/cm. For semi

conductors this bound is correspondingly lower1l"1l"). Then ~ can be
 

t ~l 
calculated in the WKB-approximation, which is applicable for 

I

m~F «(2mE)}/2 , and substituted to the expression (4b). , r 
Typical resulte are shown on Fig.2 • In both cases, the junctions 

are supposed to be the same and s~ch that A = B = -A =-B =1 :tti) •1 1 2 2 
Variating the parameters that characterize the junctions, the loop 

shape and the energy E, we obtain other curves. The qualitative be
haviour does not change, however. The conductivity always exhibits 

large oscillations with well-distiguisheã minima at reasonably low 

field intensities. Rence we can conclude that the prospect of construc
ting the QIT's based on the described effect is fully realistic. More
over, they could operate at very low 8witching voltages, even from the 

milivolt region, because the electrodes can be placed close to the 
interference "circuit". 

In conclusion, let us mention an additional and very appealing 

feature of the structures considered in this letter, namely the possi

bility of tailoring the conductance plot.by choosing a proper loop 

shape. We regard this fact as a challenge to the experimentalists 

a challenge that can be matched using the technological novelty quoted 
in	 the ~ntroduction. 

11")	 In metaIs the rhs of (7) should be averaged with the weight
 
f(EF+eU) - f(EF) , where f denotes the Fermi-Dirac distribution•.
 
Since kT« EF and the typical applied vol tage is such that 

eU«EF ' we see that (7) represents a good approximation t~ real 
situation. On the other hand, the decisive role in semiconductors 
ie played by th~ transversal-mode energy. In the numerical calcu
lations, we uee E = 0.05 eV for the lowest mode in GaAs in agree
ment with the valuee obtained recently in Ref.14. 

~11")	 The weak-field assumption ie needed only to avold the discueeion
 
of the cases when the electron in the "upper" branch ie tunneling
 
through the barrier, or when E ia near the top of the barrier
 
and the exact solution to eq.(2) ie required ; it is just a matter
 
of convenience. Notice also that the simplest WKB-argument worke 
for stronger fielde t.oo if the "upper" branch ie flat enough , 

1I"k1l") We have taken mll = me for the metal and mf- = 0.067 me for GaAs, }J 
me	 belng the electron masa. 
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Fig.2. Conductivity vs fleld intensity for the sketched loops 

(a) E -11.7 eV (Fermi energy for aluminium) 
o

(b) E=O.OSeV (a 200 A GaAs wire). 
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3KCHep n., me~a n. E2-87-346 
0~ OC~eCTBHMOCTH kBaHTOB~ HHTep~epeHqHOHHMX 

TpaHSHCTOPOB 
O~c~aeTCH BOSMO.UOCTh nOCTpOeHHH OQeHh Man~ nepeKn~ 

QaTenhUMX YCTpoACTB, OCHOBaHHMX Ha kBaH~BOH HHTep~epeH~HH 
B CTPYKTypax H3 TOHkHX npoBOAOB, ynpaBnHe~X BHemHHM sneK
TpHQeCKHM noneM. PaccMaTpHBaeTCH npoCTeHWSR CHCTeMa, COCTO 
R~aR HS neTnH C ABYMR BHemHHMH npHBOAaMH. llonhSYHCh npeA
nonozeHHeM 6annHCTHQeCKoro pezuMa AnH sneKTpOHOB, ~ B~
QHCHHeM npoBOAHMOCTh B KBaSHKnaccuqecKoM npu6nuzeHHH. Pe
synhTa~ noKaS~BamT, QTO KBaHTOB~e HHTep~epe~HOH~e TpaH-
3HCTOp~ MOZHO C03AaTh npH fiOMO~ HeAaBHO Ony~nHKOBaHHOA 

TeXHonorHH npOH3BOACTBa TOHkHX nonynpOBOAHHkOB~ npOBOAOB, 

Pa~OTa B~nonHeHa B na~opaTopHH TeopeTHQeCKOH ~H3HkH 
OHHH. 

Coo~eHHe 06'1teJlHHeHHOro HHC1'JITYT& ll,llepHWX HCCJie,llOBBIIIIA. ):br6Ha 1987 

Exner P., lreba P. E2-87-346 
On Feasibility of Quantum Interference 
Transistors 

A possibility of constructing very small switching de
vices based on quantum interference in thin-wire structu
res controlled by an external electric field is discussed 
We consider the simplest system which consists of ,a loop 
with two external leads. Assuming the ballistic regime fo1 
electrons, we calculate conductivity in the semiclassical 
approximation. The results suggest that quantum interfe
rence transistors can be produced by the very recently re 
ported technology of fabricating thin semiconductor wires., 

The investigation has been performed at the-·Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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